Phase 1 Computing – Learning Journey

I can save and open
files on the device I
use from a specific file
location.

I know how to
report
inappropriate
content or
contact online.

SOFTWARE
AND APPS:
Shadow Puppet
EDU

PRESENTING
INFORMATION

I can use the
keyboard on my
device to add, delete,
edit and format text.

I can explain why I use
technology in the
classroom, in my home
and in my community.

I know how to report inappropriate
content or contact online.

The children will
learn how to
present information
to an audience
using technology.
I can use a variety of software to
manipulate and present digital
content in different ways with
increased independence.

I can explain the order needed to
do things to make something
happen and talk about it as an
algorithm.

I can save and open
files on the device I
use from a specific file
location.

I can use logical
reasoning to predict and
debug more complex
programs.

I can look at a basic
program and explain
what will happen.

I can demonstrate the use of
technology responsibly in terms of
how we use it and the time we
spend using it.

I can begin to
program using
block code.

MODIFYING
TEXTS AND
IMAGES

I can create a
chart or graph
using data
collected on a
specific topic area

SOFTWARE AND
APPS: Google
Sheets or Excel

I can talk about the data
shown in my chart or
graph.

I can use logical
reasoning to predict
and debug more
complex programs

I can begin to
program using
block code.

I understand what an
algorithm is and
demonstrate simple
linear algorithms.

I can create and debug
with improved
confidence and
efficiency.

I can use programming
software and
applications to make
objects move.

I can program a
robot or software to
do a particular task.

SCRATCH
JR

STORING AND
PRESENTING
DATA

In this unit the children
will understand what
data is and how it is
stored in different
ways.

SOFTWARE AND
APPS: Lightbot

I can identify the benefits
of using technology,
such as creating content
and communicating
effectively.

I can identify a computer
by knowing it has inputs,
a processor and outputs.
I can identify the benefits
of using technology, such
as creating content and
communicating
effectively.

UNPLUGGED
ALGORITHMS

I can explain the order needed
to do things to make
something happen and talk
about it as an algorithm.
In this unit the children
will build on their
knowledge of what an
algorithm is and how we
can program computers
to use algorithms.

I can create and debug
with improved confidence
and efficiency.

I can program a robot
or software to do a
particular task.

I can use the
keyboard to
input text.

I can explain why I use
technology in the classroom, in
my home and in my community.

I can identify parts of a
computer including what
an input and output is.

In this unit, pupils will learn
how to identify a computer’s
different parts and talk about
the role computers play in
our society.

I understand some of
the basic functions on
a keyboard.

The children will
produce a range of
digital media including
photographs, images,
text and sound.
SOFTWARE
AND APPS: Pic
Collage,
Chatterpix,
Book Creator.

Y2

WHAT IS A
COMPUTER?

I can use
software to create
digital content.

I can use
technology to
collect information.

The children will
collect data as tally
and present it as a
pictogram digitally.

I understand what an
algorithm is and I can
create a simple
algorithm.

I can begin to predict
what might happen for
a short sequence of
instructions.

I can press buttons in
the correct order to
make a robot follow a
sequence.

DATA
HANDLING
(PICTOGRAMS)
I can add information
into a pictogram and
talk about my
findings.

SOFTWARE
AND APPS:
Barefoot
Computing,
Daisy Dino App,
www.code.org

I can sort different kinds
of information and
present it to others.

The children will
create unplugged
algorithms and apply
them to an on screen
program.

I can describe what
happens when buttons
are pressed on a robot.

SOFTWARE AND APPS:
J2e.com and
primaryschoolict.com

I can give instructions
to a friend and follow
their instructions to
move around a space.

I understand what an
algorithm is and I can
create a simple algorithm.

I can give instructions
to a friend and follow
their instructions to
move around a space.

HARDWARE
AND APPS:
Beebots and
Beebot App

PROGRAMMING
ROBOTS

Save information in a
specific place and
retrieve it again.

UNPLUGGED
ALGORITHMS

I can use software
with support, to
create, store and edit
digital content.

The children will learn
how to develop basic
computing skills:
logging in and off,
using the keyboard
and using a password.

I understand some
of the basic
functions on a
keyboard.

I understand that we
must keep passwords
private.

BASIC
COMPUTING
SKILLS

Y1

PRODUCING
DIGITAL
MEDIA

In this unit the children
will learn to process
and format text and
images.

In this unit the children will
control both physical and
virtual robots with a
sequence of commands

I can begin to use software
or applications to create
movement or patterns on a
screen.
I can give instructions to a
friend and follow their
instructions to move around
a space.

SOFTWARE
AND APPS:
Microsoft Word

I can use technology
to collect information,
including photos,
videos and sound.

SOFTWARE AND
APPS: j2e.com

PRESENTING
INFORMATION

I can talk about the
different ways in
which data and
information can be
shown.

I can use the
keyboard or a word
bank on a device to
enter text into a
program.

SOFTWARE AND
APPS: -Word or
PowerPoint

I can use a variety of software to
manipulate and present digital
content in different ways with
increased independence.

In this unit of work the
children will design and
create an animation
using Scratch Jnr

SOFTWARE AND
APPS: Scratch Jr

The children will look
at software they can
use to present their
work.

SOFTWARE AND APPS:
Dino Password, Let’s Learn
Bubble Practise, SketchPad
and Keyboard Race

I can use the keyboard
or a word bank on a
device to enter text
into a program.

I understand
why we have
passwords.

